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ON NON-EXISTENCE OF RECTILINEAR MOTION IN PLASTIC SOLIDS
AND NON-NEWTONIAN FLUIDS*
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1. Introduction. For the class of materials described by Rivlin's theory of non-
Newtonian fluids [1], Ericksen [2] has shown in the case of steady rectilinear motion
that the speed is overdetermined unless the two scalars which occur in Rivlin's theory
satisfy certain definite relations. When the speed is overdetermined, Ericksen con-
jectures that the only types of steady rectilinear motion possible are either rigid or
such that the surfaces of constant speed are planes or portions of right circular cylinders.
We show here that this conjecture is correct for the class of Rivlin fluids characterized
by the requirement that the stress be unaffected by uniform changes in the speed. This
requirement is one which is frequently imposed on theories of plasticity and in this
case produces a theory very similar to the theory of perfectly plastic solids.

In addition, we consider the case of steady rectilinear motion through closed cylinders,
wherein the speed is not overdetermined. Restricting our attention to the case in which
the stress and speed are well behaved, we show that certain conditions on the behavior
of the scalars which occur in Rivlin's equations must be satisfied in order that such a
motion exist in every closed, smooth cylinder.

In the case of steady non-rectilinear motion through a tube of elliptical cross-section,
Green and Rivlin [3] have obtained approximate solutions for a particular class of
materials which are included in Rivlin's theory. Here, there is a rectilinear motion
parallel to the axis of the tube on which is superimposed a vortex-like motion in each
of the four quadrants of the tube's cross-section.

2. Equations of motion. In Cartesian tensor notation, Rivlin's equations are

U= -v&a + *,(II, HI) du + F2(II, III) dik dki (1)

Ui.i + phi = p(dVi/dt + vt, ,Vj) (2)

v,-.i = 0 (3)

where tu is the stress tensor, d{j is the rate of deformation tensor, defined in terms of
the components of velocity v{ by du — § + y211 = — d^da , III = det. dit ,
ht is the body force per unit mass, p is an arbitrary hydrostatic pressure, Fx and F2
are scalar functions of the indicated arguments, and p is the density of the material
which is assumed to be constant.

The analytic equivalent of the requirement that the stress be unaffected by uniform
changes in the speed is that the function /,, (dkl) = Fx (II, III)d,, + F2 (II,
satisfy the relation (adkl) = /,,• (dtl) for all a > 0. In this event, it can be shown
that the scalars F, (II, III) and F2 (II, III) are of the form G, (III/—II3/2) [—2II"1/2]
and (t2 (III/—II3/2) [ —2II]-1 respectively. Requiring that Eq. (3) hold, we have for
the case of rectilinear motion where each particle moves parallel to the x axis of a
rectangular coordinate system at constant speed, Vi = v2 = 0, v3 = 2f(x\ x2); so that
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the quantities II and III are given by II = —[/,? + /J] and III = 0. Restricting
ourselves to the case in which —II > 0, we then have from Eqs. (1) and (2) respectively

II Ui II = — v II Sn || +

+

g.(0)
(-2II)1

GM
[-211]

0 0

0 0 /.,
f.i o

/% 2 0

f.J.2 f, 2 0
0 0 f\ + /22

(4)

and

tn.i + phi = 0. (5)

Assuming that the body forces /i,- are conservative so that ht can be replaced by <J?,f
and carrying out the differentiation called for in Eq. (5), we obtain the following three
equations which describe the motion

ip - p*)., = G2(0){(/21[-2II]-1),1 + (/,i/,2[ —2IIp1),2} (6a)

ip - p*),2 = G2(0){(/.]/.2[-2II]-1),1 + (/%[—2II]_1),2} (6b)

ip - p3>).3 = (?i(0){(/,i[—2II]-l/2)ll + (/.2[—2IIp1/2),2}. (6c)

Since / is a function of x1 and x only and (?i(0) and G2(0) are constants, it follows from
Eqs. (6) that p — p<£ is of the form

Ax3 + X(x\ x2). (7)

If we assume that the rate of dissipation of energy, t)d\ , is non-negative in the region
of motion, then it follows from Eq. (4) that Gi (0) is positive. When this is the case, the
curvature of the curves of constant speed is constant, since the bracketed expression
in the right-hand side of Eq. (6c) is the expression for the curvature of the curves
j(x1, x2) — constant [4]. We note here that this result depends only on the form of
2^(11); namely, K[—II]"1/2 where K is a positive constant.

3. The case (?2(0) = 0. When 4^0, we obtain a solution for any function f(xl , x2)
for which the curves fix1, x2) = constant are circles of constant radius. For example,
the function fix1, x2) = [x2 + ir20 — x1')1'2 — r0] gives a solution in the region bounded
by the planes x1 = — r0 and x1 = r0 . Outside of this region the curves fix1, x2) clearly
intersect so that the solution is meaningless. It is easily seen in such a motion that the
material cannot adhere to the wall of a closed rigid cylinder.

When A = 0, the curves fix1, x2) = constant are straight lines (not necessarily
parallel), and any function which has this property will give a solution. The most common
example of motion of this type is the case of simple shear wherein the curves of constant
speed are parallel straight lines.

4. The case where (?2(0) ^ 0. We show here that the curves of constant speed are
parallel or concurrent straight lines, where we have assumed, as in the case G?(0) = 0,
that —II > 0.

Let us make the coordinate transformation /' = fix1, x2), where the curves f =
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constant are the curves of constant speed and the curves f = constant are their
orthogonal trajectories. The components of the metric tensor for this system are given
by g11 = (df/dx1)2 + (df/dx2)2, g12 = g21 = 0, g22 = (df/dx1)2 + (df/dx2)2, g11 =
l/!7ii > ff22 = 1/^22 , and (j12 = ^21 = 0. In terms of these quantities, the covariant com-
ponents of a unit normal to the curves f(x1, x2) = constant are given by

ni = (gll)~1/2 and n2 = 0. (9)

The contravariant components are given in terms of the covariant components by the
relation n' = g"n,- , so that

n1 = (gn)w2 and n2 = 0. (10)

In this coordinate system, Eqs. (6a) and (6b) are given by

(V - P$).i = jG2(0) d/df (log g22) (11a)

(p - P$).2 = IGM d/df (log gn). (lib)
Integrating these equations and equating the results, Ave obtain

log 011022 = Hi(f) + H2(f) (12)

so that the product 0n022 is given by

0ii022 (13)

Now, let us make the coordinate transformation u1 — u\f), u — u2(f) which is
defined by the relations [df/du]2 — e~"'</,) and [df2/du2]2 — e~H'u*] so that the com-
ponents of the metric of the new system are given by

aii = 0n6 j a22 ~ 022® j and ai2 ct2i ~ 0* (14)

In any coordinate system, Eq. (6c) is given by

nU = A(®m/GM (15)
and in this system, it becomes

\{aliy/2a22 da22/du' = A(2)1/2/(?i(0). (16)

Letting B = A(2)W2/Gi(0) and substituting Eqs. (13) and (14) in Eq. (16), we obtain)
since a11 = l/an and a22 = l/a22 ,

(a22f1/2 da22/dul = 2B. (17)

Integrating, we obtain
a22 = [Bul + P(u2)]2. (18)

Now, u1 and u are coordinates in the plane, so that we can make use of the requirement
that the Riemann tensor vanish. Since, from Eqs. (13) and (14), aua22 = 1, this require-
ment is satisfied, as is easily shown, if and only if the following partial differential equation
is satisfied

d2ali/du2 -(- d2a22/dii = 0. (19)

From Eqs. (18) and (19), we obtain

d2ajdu2' = -2 B2. (20)
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Integrating twice, we obtain

an = -B2u2' + Qi(«V + &(«')• (21)

Since ana22 = 1 for all values of u and u , we may write

d3an/du\du2)2 = d3a22/du'(du2)2. (22)

Making use of Eqs. (18) and (19), this relation becomes

%B[Bv} + P(w2)]"4 d2P(u2)/du2' - 24B[Bux + P(u2)Y*[dP(u2)/du2}2 = 0. (23)

Since an and a22 are never zero, we multiply by [Bul + P(w2)]5, so that Eq. (23) reduces to

6B[Bul + P(u2)] d2P(u2)/du" - 2W[dP(u2)/du2]2 = 0. (24)

This relation is clearly satisfied for all u1 and w2, if and only if B = 0 or P(u2) is a constant.
However, when P(u2) = constant, it follows easily from Eqs. (18) and (21) and the
condition ano2j = 1 that B = 0. Thus, Eq. (24) is satisfied if and only if B = 0.

When B = 0, it follows from Eq. (17) that a22 is a function of u2 only; hence since
Ona22 = 1, au must also be a function of u2 only. We accordingly make the coordinate
transformation defined by the relations dul/dvl = 1 and du/dv2 = (a22)~1/a. The com-
ponents of the metric tensor in this case are given by

bn = [b11]'1 = ZV), b12 = b12 = 0, and b23 = [622]"1 = 1. (25)

In the v1, v2 coordinate system the condition that the Riemann tensor vanish is satisfied
if and only if the following differential equation is satisfied.

2 d2bn/dv2' = \/b11[dbli/dvi]\ (26)

The two solutions to this differential equation are bu = constant and bn = [Cv2 -f D]2'
Making a coordinate transformation of the form w1 = a^1 + ft , w2 = a2v2 + /32 , we
can find a,- and ft such that the components of the corresponding metric tensor are
bu = 1, 622 = 1, and bn = (w2)2, b22 = 1 respectively for bn = constant and bn =
[Cv3 + D]2. When bn = 1, the wx, w2 coordinate system is Cartesian and when bn =
fw2]2, it is polar where the curves 101 = constant are straight lines in both cases. Since
each coordinate transformation made in this section has been of the form t1 = ^(s1),
t2 — ?{s2), and the curves w1 = constant are either parallel or concurrent straight fines,
it follows that the curves of constant speed are either parallel or concurrent straight lines.

5. Existence conditions. Ericksen has shown for the case of steady rectilinear
motion that the speed is not overdetermined when the two scalars which occur in Rivlin's
equations are proportional. For this case we show that there are additional restrictions
which must be imposed on these scalars in order that steady rectilinear motion be
possible in every closed cylinder, when both the speed and stress are well behaved
throughout the region of motion. Specifically, we require in every case that the rate of
work t'jd'i be non-negative; that the stress exist and be finite in the region of motion;
that the speed of particles on the cylinder wall be zero; and that the speed be continuously
differentiable in the region of motion.

For the case of steady rectilinear motion, parallel to the x3 axis of a rectangular
coordinate system where the speed is not overdetermined, Rivlin's equation for the
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stress is

II fci II = -V II fin II +Fl(IT)

+ cFr( ID

0 0 /.,

0 0 /.,
/.i 0

/2. f.lf.2 0

/../.« /% 0
o 0 /!, + /2

(27)

As an immediate consequence of the assumed behavior of the stress and speed, it follows
from Eq. (27) that Fi(II) is finite at all points where —II = + f\ does not vanish

We now consider the behavior of fi(II) at those points in the region of motion
where both partial derivatives of / vanish; namely, when II vanishes. That such points
exist is guaranteed by the assumptions that / is continuously differentiate throughout
the region of motion and is zero on the cylinder wall and by the theorem which states
that any continuous function which is constant on the boundary of its region of defi-
nition is either constant or has both a maximum and a minimum in this region. If we
exclude the case where / is constant and make use of the requirement that the stress
exist and be finite throughout the region of motion, then it follows from Eq. (27) that
limn-,0 ^i(II)/,i and limII_0 jPi(II)/,2 exist and are finite. When this is the case, it
follows that

{[lim F.dD/.i]1 + [lim F1(ll)f.2]2}1/2 = C (a constant). (28)
II-O II-.0

Eq. (28) can be written in the equivalent form

lim (—IIynF1(U) = C. (29)
II-O

When C is zero, then limn_0 Fi(JI)f,x = 0 for i = 1, 2 when C ^ 0, tjien limIt_0
Fi(II)/.« = constant for i = 1, 2. Multiplying the expression Fj(II)/,,- by (—II1/2)
(—II)_1/2, we obtain.

FI(II)(-II)1/2 •/.,-(-II)"1/2. (30)

Making use of Eq. (29) and taking the limit as II goes to zero, we obtain

lim /.,(— II)~1/2 = constant. (31)
II-»0

Eq. (31) represents the requirement that the components of the unit normal to the
curves of constant speed must exist at points where II vanishes. An indication that this
condition can not be satisfied for C ^ 0 is given in the case of radially symmetric Poiseuille
flow [5]. In polar coordinates, the differential equation determining the speed, /, is

df/drF^df/drf) = -Dr (32)
where D is a constant. By symmetry, and since / is continuously differentiable, df/dr
clearly vanishes at r = 0. In this case, —II = (df/dr)2 so that Eq. (32) cannot be
satisfied unless lim n_0 ^i(H) (—II)1/2 = 0. When this limit is zero, Eq. (32) can be
satisfied. For example, when F([df/dr]2) is given by K(df/dv)'1/2 a solution to Eq.
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(32) is

/ = Ar* + B (33)
where A and B are constants.

The reader should note here that this result does not justify requiring that the
constant in Eq. (29) be zero, since it is assumed that the flow is radially symmetric,
and we do not show that this is the only type of Poiseuille flow.

In section 2 of this paper, we showed that few types of steady rectilinear motion
were possible when F^II) is of the form K( — II)_1/2, in which case the constant, C,
defined in Eq. (29) is non-zero. Accordingly, if we expect steady rectilinear flow to be
possible in every closed smooth cylinder, when the stress and speed behave as assumed
in this section, then the scalar F\ (II) must be expressible in the form

Fj(II) = K{-l\yU2 + F(II) (34)

where K is a non-zero constant and F is a function for which limn_0 ( — II)1/2 F(II) = 0,
and is finite at all points where II does not vanish.

6. Conclusion. If there are classes of Rivlin fluids for which steady rectilinear
motion is possible in every closed smooth cylinder when the stress and speed satisfy
the assumptions listed in the previous section, then these materials must satisfy certain
definite conditions. These conditions are: (1) the stress be affected by uniform changes
in the speed; and (2) the scalar h\ (II) must be expressible in the form A{ — II)~1/2 +
F(II) where A is a non-negative constant and F(II) is a function which is finite when
II ^ 0 and for which lim,,^ (-II)1/2 F(II) = 0.
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